It is shown that in hydrogen domcannot produce acceleration past the Wave phase inated multi-ion plasmas supporting coherent velocity, and only particles satisfying the hydrogen cyclotron waves, the minority ion species resonance conditions can participate in the inwith large M/0 are preferentially accelerated and the maximum energy achieved scales as (M/MH+)5/3. The importance of this scaling to 0+ acceleration in the auroral zones and to other high energy heavy ion observations in the earth's and Jupiter' s magnetospheres is discussed.
Introduction
One of the most spectacular and puzzling observations of high latitude magnetospheric physics has been the discovery (Shelley, et al. ranging up to 108 cm -2 sec-1 ster-1 keV-1 at the peak, which occurs at an energy of ~ 1 keV.
1972) of large fluxes of upstreaming 0 + ions
These observations have posed a series of physics questions such as, the excitation mechanism of EHC, the reason for their coherence, the heating processes for H +, the acceleration processes for the 0 +, the source of conic ion 
Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of the present letter is to note 
